


A B L A C K S WA N ’ S D AT I N G S C R I P T S

 EXACTLY WHAT TO SAY TO HIM
 FOR THE UNFORGETTABLE WOMAN
 A BLACK SWAN'S DATING SCRIPTS

 These scripts are here to aid you in different  dating and early 
 relationship scenarios. 

 Feel free to tweak them to suit your scenario, your temperament and intention  
 but avoid changing the pattern completely. Do your best to stick as close to the  
 script as possible and use the recommended emoji's

 You can book a call with any of  the coaches on
 https://blackswanrelationshipacademy.com/discover/discover-call/  
 if  you have any questions regarding the scripts and join the All Access Pass for 
 support from the coaches.

 ON WHAT I AM LOOKING FOR 
             (When he asks, what are you looking for?)

· I am looking for a profound/meaningful connection that may possibly lead to 
marriage and family.

· I am happy to share more if  we speak and meet in person.

· I'm dating and exploring my options; I want longevity and my forever man”. 
That's quite a light and fun way to say that you are serious. Over time you'll naturally have 
more conversations about marriage etc. and then you can address more.

· I want something truly meaningful and profound ...

· I want someone I can do life with 
· My forever person
· Nothing casual for sure (with the tongue sticking out emoji)
· Someone that I can spend life with or Someone I can do life with emoji wink or 

smile
· Someone I can grow old with emoji - smile 
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 On Your Type (When he asks what's your type?)

 Men will ask this question because they want to gauge your physical  
 attraction to them because this is an important metric to them. Being found  
 attractive by a woman is very important to them and this can provide a 
 perfect opportunity to set expectations according to your core needs. 
 The following are scripts to cover some common core needs.

· My type is a man who is relationship ready and knows how to treat a woman like 
a lady. How about you?

· My type is the man I am talking to (wink) 
· I like men who are in good shape, take care of  themselves and know how to 

treat a woman like a lady. (This is when how he takes care of  his health and style, 
matters to you)

· I'm attracted to an intelligent man with some depth and kindness. (This is good 
for sapio sexuals)

· My type is a man with traditional values and is comfortable in his masculinity. 
(This is for those of  us who want a traditional family set up)

· A man that is old fashioned and has traditional values 
· A man that acts like a gentleman and knows how to treat a woman well (emoji 

wink wink)
· I like a man who is consistent in this pursuit of  me. It's a big turn on!

 ON SETTING STANDARDS 

  This is usually when a man doesn't meet a standard, like calling you when 
 he said he would, rushing things,  or displaying inconsistency in  
 communication etc.

· I really appreciate it when a man shows up as a gentleman, including being 
intentional about pursuing and courting me.

· I love that you are a man who knows what he wants and is prepared to do what it 
takes. It's actually a massive turn on but I would really like to get to know you 
better before we start making decisions (or meet up or get on a call)

· I really enjoy spending time in the company of  a man who knows how to treat a 
woman like a lady.

· I really appreciate it when a man opens my doors; it makes me feel safe and 
cherished.
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· You have every right to do X, but I would really appreciate it (or it would make 
me feel X ) if  you would do Y instead. 

· You have every right to call me infrequently, but I would really appreciate it if  
you would call when you say you would and do so more frequently and 
consistently instead. What do you think?

· I find it a complete turn on when a man does what he says he will do. (This is 
really great when he does something good. It's easier to set standards when they 
are being met than the other way round)

 WHEN HE ASKS WHAT TURNS YOU ON

 We want to avoid long responses in the beginning stages. Go for more detailed  
 responses when you have built up a rapport over time. Otherwise, keep it clear,  
 sweet and brief.

· Oh, great question, I'm turned on by a man who behaves like a complete 
gentleman, doesn't pressure me for sex, that's a huge turn off  and generally a 
man who knows what he wants and how to get it especially if  I'm the one he 
wants. Huge turn on for me. How about you?

· I am turned on by kindness, thoughtfulness, chivalry, romance or X (This is to 
emphasise a character trait you value) how about you?

 WHEN HE TELLS YOU TO TEXT OR CALL HIM?

 Some men will ask the woman to lead in communications because they are  
 testing for interest level or they don't want you to feel harassed so choose these  
 scripts carefully, watching the tone of  the conversation. Also use emojis to  
 soften the blow if  you choose to go for something hard.

 If  a man gives you his number, just thank him and send him yours offering the  
 same invitation. The gesture will help him read your interest.

 If  he asks you to give him a text or call, you don't and he asks why you haven't  
 called or text say:

· I thought you said that if  you come to mind, I should text or call. I guess you 
haven't come to my mind since then(cheeky emoji). I have a low attention span 
for men who like to be pursued and clearly you're not one of  them are 
you?(cheeky emoji)
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· Oh, I didn't think you were serious. I had you down for the masculine pursuer. 
Was I wrong?

· Oh dear! I thought you were just being polite, I really love it when a man initiates 
calls and texts. It's a real turn on for me.

· Thank you for the invitation but I like to be feminine when I'm dealing with a 
masculine man like you so how about I leave you to initiate and I will be waiting 
patiently for your call or text?

· Thank you, here is my number and I look forward to hearing from you 
(blushing emoji)

 If  he gives you his business card just turn it on the reverse, write your number  
 and hand it back to him.
 If  he puts his number in your phone send him a text there and then saying  
 “There, now you have my number (winky face)”

 

 ON SPEAKING UP

 This is a simple recap of  the “ ” Masterclass.  How to talk to men so they listen
 The following are tools taught by Dr Pat Allen. 

· I have an idea/a question/request/complaint/etc. that I want to run by you. 
When is a good time for you to hear me; hopefully today. 

· You have every right to [say/do/want/not do/etc.] but it makes me feel 
[sad/hurt/uncomfortable/etc.]. What do you think about not doing this? What 
can I do to help us do better? 

· You have every right to call me infrequently, but it makes me feel [sad, 
frustrated, neglected and unloved by you]. I would really appreciate it if  you 
would call when you say you would and do so more frequently and consistently 
instead. What do you think about doing this? What can I do to help us do better? 

· I [sense/think/feel] by the [tone of  your voice/look on your face/body 
language/energy/etc.] that you are upset about something. Am I right? What 
can I do to help us do better? 

· [Time out signal] - I am signaling to you that I am uncomfortable with 
something that you are saying or doing. I am feeling hurt/frustrated/etc. Do 
you want to know why I'm not comfortable? (Or: do you want to know what 
would help me feel better/more comfortable?) 

https://blackswanrelationshipacademy.com/courses/how-to-talk-to-men-so-they-listen/
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 ON NOT USING PET NAMES

 [When he prematurely starts calling you by pet names] 
· I appreciate an affectionate man, but I would prefer to keep pet names to a man 

who I am in a relationship with. I would feel more comfortable if  you would use 
my name for now. What do you think?

· I appreciate you calling me “baby” and that you feel you can, but I would feel 
more comfortable if  you just used my name until we get to know each other. 
What do you think?

· Aww you are so very kind. Thank you for the endearing compliments but would 
it be ok if  we kept using each other's names until we actually got to know each 
other? I only allow a man with whom I am in a relationship with to call me pet 
names like honey. What do you think?

· OOh are we doing that already? Slow down tiger! Susan (whatever your name is) 
is fine (winky face)

 “ ”High Value Dos and Donts for Feminine Women whilst texting video
 on more ways of  texting. 

 ON THE SUBJECT OF CALLS

· I enjoy our conversations and connection. However, I feel neglected in between 
your calls. It makes me sad.  Wouldn't you want to make me happy by 
connecting via a daily call even if  it's sometimes just for 5 minutes?

· It would make me feel so warm, fuzzy and special if  I heard your voice more 
often.

· I would love to speak to you. How about you call me at…. 

· I would love to talk to you, I am available this time or this time, can't wait to hear 
from you 

· It would be lovely to hear your handsome voice 

· I look forward to hearing from you. I'm available on X and Y dates/times.

· Thanks for giving me your number; that is very thoughtful of  you. However, I 
feel more comfortable when a man leads, including initiating calls. I look 
forward to hearing from you. I'm available on X and Y dates/times.

https://youtu.be/cEZC8N_Q2K8
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· Thanks for suggesting that we chat directly. However, I would feel more 
comfortable giving you my number in time, once we have established an initial 
connection. For now, can we stay on this app?

· Sorry I missed your call. I'm free in the next hour. Would love to hear from you 
if  you fancy a chat…

· It's been lovely hearing your voice. I really appreciate you making a point to call 
me. 

· Would it be ok if  you called me when you have enough time to have a 
meaningful conversation because I would really like to get to know you a little 
better before our next date.  

· I'm disappointed that you didn't call when you said you would. It's really 
attractive (sexy) when a guy does what he says… 

· Why don't you give me a call and I will answer that question for you over the 
phone?(winky face)

 WHEN A MAN GIVES YOU HIS NUMBER

· Black Swans usually give them your number and say “Thank you, here is my 
number looking forward to hearing from you”. 

· Give them your number after they give you their number first. You never call 
them first … (just making a clarification) or ask the men for their number.

 SIMPLE WAYS TO GET HIM TO CALL

· I would love to hear your voice.

· I wonder if  you sound as kind, warm, handsome, charismatic as I imagine.

· I love it when you call me, it makes me feel…

· Hey stranger, I miss your voice; call me!

· I haven't heard your sexy voice in forever. 

· Call me tonight - I want to hear your voice.

· Hey, I was thinking about you today. I'm busy for the next couple of  hours but 
I'm around this evening; give me a call!
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· Oh no! We are in danger of  becoming pen pals! Let's FaceTime this week so we 
can catch up properly? 

 ON MY SCHEDULE & HIS IMPATIENCE

 If  a man is displaying a sense of  impatience with you this can be an amber flag  
 especially if  you are responding in a timely manner so it's really important we  
 note this. The following scripts are really to help us establish whether he is  
 needy or misinterpreting our communication patterns.

 It can also be an indication of  how interested in you he is or he may have an  
 anxious attachment style.

· What can I say! I have a full and happy life...  but I'm happy to make time for 
you(smiley emoji). 

· I feel like as we connect, we would naturally fit more into each other's lives, no?  
After all, good things come to those who are intentional and patient.  What do 
you think?

· Patience handsome (winky face). Sorry I was busy, couldn't reply straight away.

· I like that you are keen to receive texts from me, I mean I have that effect on 
people (hehe). To be honest, I love it when I receive your text messages; 
however I can't always get to my phone when I am busy during the day, but I do 
respond as soon as I see your message or when I free up.

 ON PROGRESSING FROM CALLS TO DATES

· It would make me happy if  we could meet in person soon in order to establish 
an actual connection. Personally, I would lose interest if  I don't meet the person 
within [x time]. What do you think?

· What does a girl have to do around here to get a date?(winky face)
· I will answer that question when you ask me for a date (winky face emoji) (Here 

I would warn that you can only use this when you have been chatting for quite a 
while at least 3 separate text exchanges or more. You do not want to use this 
before then as it could be interpreted as leading) 
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 ON CONFIRMING A DATE AHEAD OF TIME 

· You know, I'm really looking forward to seeing you, we'll have a good time! My 
schedule is pretty hectic this weekend. It would be great if  we could make our 
dinner plans now. That way we can be sure it works out. Would that be okay with 
you?

· I'm really looking forward to seeing you, we'll have a good time! My schedule is 
pretty hectic so I would appreciate you confirming [24/48 hours ahead] so that 
I can plan and find the perfect dress. 

· Please confirm in 24/48 hrs so I can figure out the wardrobe and look pretty for 
you.

· Would it be ok if  you gave me 24/48hrs confirmation so I can make firm plans.

 ON LOW INVESTMENT DATES 

 Low investment dates are dates that mean he puts in low to no effort or  
 financial investment. Often walks, meetings in a park, invitations to his home,  
 him inviting himself  to your home or coffee dates.

· Aww thank you for the kind invitation but if  you are asking me out on a date, I 
don't feel comfortable taking a long walk with a person I really don't know well. 
It's quite an intimate thing for me but I'm available for lunch or dinner on …. 
and ……

· Are we going for a walk first then dinner or dinner then a walk? 

· You know I do love a man that can plan a dinner date but a coffee at .... (Insert 
place) could be ok for now.  I'm available ...... What do you think?

· Oh thank you for the kind invitation but I don't feel safe meeting someone for 
the first time in unfamiliar territory. Perhaps when I know you better…

· I would love to go out on a date with you if  that is what you are asking me?
· Are you asking me out on a date?(winky face)

 ON LAST MINUTE DATES

· Hi… Thank you for your message. I'm sorry I'm not available for last minute 
dates [and I do not feel comfortable inviting men into my home unless I get to 
really know them]. I'm available…. and … if  you would like to see me. Trusting 
you are well.  
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· I would love to but unfortunately I have made plans already. I am available …… 
and …… Let me know which works for you.

· I would love to be as spontaneous as I would love to be. I like to save that for 
relationships so if  you still want to see me I am available …… and ……

 ON NOT BEING COMFORTABLE BEING PICKED UP 

 These scripts are for Swans that do not know the man and feel insecure. If  you  
 have known this man prior as friends or he is someone you feel safe with you 
 can allow him to come and pick you up but be very careful otherwise.

· Thank you so much for offering to pick me up.  I would feel more comfortable 
if  I met you there.  Maybe when we get to know each other better, I would love 
for you to pick me up.  

· You are such a gentleman. I really appreciate the offer but I would feel more 
comfortable meeting you there until we get to know each other better.

 ON INCONSISTENT COMMUNICATION 

 When a man has high attraction he will show up consistently but setting a  
 standard for how you prefer communication to take place will make you more  
 High Value to a man whose attraction might be more mediocre. With this being  
 said do not lead with these scripts. Only use them when a pattern of   
 inconsistency has been established over time.

· You have every right to call me infrequently, but I would really appreciate it if  
you would call when you say you would and do so more frequently and 
consistently instead. 

· I see. Well, I like a man who does what he says he's going to do.  So how are you 
going to make it up to me?  (winky face emoji)

· I've noticed long delays in your replies, which makes me feel slightly 
uncomfortable. You are not interested.... 

Him: xxxxx

Ah I see. Consistent communication is important to me. If  you want to carry on 
the conversation, feel free to give me a call on this app. I am available on X and 
next Y.  
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· I'd be happy to re-establish contact with you. However, I should add that I 
value intentionality and consistency in a man and lose interest in getting to 
know someone who doesn't have those characteristics. Are you the kind of  
man who can be consistent and intentional?  If  so, feel free to call me 
tomorrow, X and Y Sunday between Y-Z times. 

· I've noticed inconsistency in your communication since XX. I value 
intentionality and consistency in a man and lose interest in getting to know 
someone who doesn't have these characteristics.

· I've noticed inconsistency in your communication. I value consistency in a 
man, and I find it a real turn off  when a man comes across as inconsistent and 
flakey. If  you are serious about getting to know me then I'm available for a call 
on X and Y. If  not and you are looking for something more casual, I'm not the 
woman for you. 

· Good morning, X. Oh my, are we on the same timeline because I swear you said 
you would call me back in 20 mins and here you are 2days later?

· I understand, it's just that I really appreciate a man who does what he says he 
will do. It's a real turn on for me and when he doesn't alarm bells go off  and I 
start to lose interest. How are you?

· Hey (Flirtatious tone) what happened to your text?
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 ON LACK OF INTEREST IN GETTING TO KNOW ME; 
 NOT ASKING ME QUESTIONS 

· You must have a crystal ball! 
He will ask why and you will say:

Well, it seems like you know everything about me; you don't ask me any 
questions about me.

You must have the full package on me; you don't ask me any questions about 
me.

You must really feel like you know me: i.e. everything I need, love, desire, and 
enjoy…; you don't ask me any questions about me.

If  he says that he doesn't like to ask a lot of  questions or says I don't like to 
bother a lady with too many questions. Feel free to share anything you think I 
should know about you (based on recent experience)
You can respond: 

I prefer if  you ask the questions. It is more fun like that (winky face)

 ON COMMUNICATING MY NEED FOR QUALITY TIME 

 These scripts are mainly relevant when you are in an exclusive relationship  
 that is mutually agreed upon. If  you 'think' you may be in a relationship and  
 he has not explicitly said so then please do not use these scripts as you will  
 come across needy and presumptuous.

· I am enjoying getting to know you and appreciate X, Y, Z in you. I know that you 
have a busy schedule as do I. I am an understanding person and relate to the 
need to prioritize work, time with our respective kids, and our social lives. It 
would mean the world to me if  you could commit to having dinner with me at 
least X nights per week, including advanced planning. This would help me feel 
comfortable and grow further in my connection/attraction to you. What do 
you think?

· I'm excited about taking you seriously, so I would love it if  you could  figure out 
how you can make time for me and work. If  you're not willing or ready to do 
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that right now I understand, if  that changes and I'm still available feel free to 
reach out and we perhaps can take it from there. (smiley face)

· I would love it if  we spent more quality time together. What do you think?
· It would feel wonderful to spend some quality time with you. Would you be 

happy to make a plan for us to do so?

 ON INSUFFICIENT INTEREST & INCONSISTENCY 

 If  a man is being flakey and inconsistent it is usually an indication of  his  
 attraction to you. Ideally you want to stop it in its tracks so that you can save  
 yourself  some time and emotional energy whilst giving him a chance to do  
 better.

 A low value man whose intentions are sketchy will probably disappear but a  
 masculine energy man will see that as a challenge.

· I like a man who sees what he wants, asks for it, and goes for what he wants.  Are 
you that guy?

He says XXXX

I don't feel like you've shown a real interest in getting to know me. 

Him XXXXXX

You mentioned a date but have not followed u

Him XXX

(IF he gives you a flaky response)  I don't want to waste my time nor yours…I 
wish you well in your search.

If  his explanation seems reasonable and makes amends then proceed with 
caution.

 ON LETTING HIM DOWN NICELY 

· It was lovely meeting you in person. I love that you came all the way to see me 
and deeply appreciate it. However, I feel that we are not compatible for a 
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romantic relationship. Having met you I know that I do not have the romantic 
chemistry I need to keep seeing you and I don't want you to feel used so I wish 
you all the best

· {If  you have not gone on a date but are talking on the app with him}  - It was 
lovely talking and getting to know you however, I feel that we are not 
compatible for a romantic relationship. Wish you all the best on your search.

 ON RED FLAGS 

 Some red flags may present an opportunity for further investigation and  
 some are enough to walk away. It is perfectly fine to walk away from a  
 dangerous interaction that is flashing red flags but it's the Black Swan Way to  
 announce our exit like ladies, as ghosting is unkind unless warranted.

· I am not comfortable starting/continuing a relationship with red flags.  You'll 
need to respect that I am going to choose to listen to my instincts and wish you 
all the best.

· I don't understand what you mean. Would you be happy to elaborate?
(If  his explanation confirms the red flag proceed to the first script and end the conversation)

· When they start talking about women and how women have hurt them in the 
past , or people are fake this may be a sign of  a wounded male . If  they talk 
bitterly about their past relationships early in your text messages or phone/in 
person/video communication. Access the situation but this may be a sign to 
keep on moving. (Use the scripts for we are not compatible) 

· If  they start sharing all their problems right away, say ``I am so sorry to hear 
that”.  You do not fulfill the nurse, mother or therapist role to them. If  you are 
not sure how to speak to them again, look into the course “ ” How to talk to Men
or join the  where you can get group coaching and belong to  Black Swan Nation
a community of  Black Swans to guide you along your dating journey.

 ARE YOU DATING OTHER MEN?

· I'm keeping my options open until there is an offer on the table that I can't 
refuse. 

· I'm enjoying meeting other people and getting to know them.
· Yes, still waiting for an irresistible offer (winky face)
· Yes, aren't you dating other women (smile)?

https://blackswanrelationshipacademy.com/courses/how-to-talk-to-men-so-they-listen/
https://blackswanrelationshipacademy.com/discover/all-access-pass/
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 Video on : When he asks you how many men you are speaking to is such a 
 good resource

 ON RUSHED EXCLUSIVITY

· I love that you are a man who knows what he wants and is prepared to do what it 
takes. It's actually a massive turn on but I would really like to get to know you 
better before we start making decisions. 

· Thank you for the offer to be exclusive, however, I cannot accept it as I feel that 
I don't know you well enough yet. I'll be open to more dates in the future in 
order to get to know you more.

· I am enjoying the pace we are at right now. I would love it if  we kept speaking 
and have more dates until we know each other better. 

· I am flattered that you would like my exclusive attention, but it makes me feel 
uncomfortable and unsafe when you insist on exclusivity before you have 
earned the privilege. I would feel more comfortable if  you stopped, please.

 ON EXCLUSIVITY (WHEN ASKED & READY) …

· That sounds good to me.  I've really enjoyed your company and, like you, would 
want to be exclusive with you. I just need to ask you a few questions so that I'm 
clear about what that means for you, so that I can show up for you the way I 
should and also to let you know what that means for me… So if  you're 
comfortable, I would like to ask you some questions… [verbal contract is 
communicated here, this is described in detail in the “Black Swan Dating 
Playbook”] 
https://blackswanrelationshipacademy.com/courses/dating-playbook-
masterclass/

 WHEN HE ASKS WHAT YOU BRING TO THE TABLE
 This doesn't always come as a direct question. If  you feel it is the same question  
 put in another way then the answer is pretty much the same thing:

· I bring warmth, respect, kindness and a safe space to park your heart.
· As a feminine woman I bring all the warmth, respect and safety a man needs to 

park his heart

https://youtu.be/b2wIq3OgcGo
https://youtu.be/b2wIq3OgcGo
https://blackswanrelationshipacademy.com/courses/dating-playbook-masterclass/
https://blackswanrelationshipacademy.com/courses/dating-playbook-masterclass/
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· What would you like me to bring to the table?
 Him XXX (if  he says money etc)
 You: I understand but I only date men who have a provider mindset/ men who  
 are comfortable taking the lead in that area/ masculine men so I guess that  
 would make us incompatible.

If  he says all the qualities of  the feminine woman then you would say:
“Sounds as though we are compatible” (blushing face)

Two videos to watch are the following :
             When He Asks What you Bring to the Table
 5 Thing Every High Value Woman Must bring to the Table

 WHEN THE VANISHER RETURNS

 There are two ways of  dealing with this matter of  the vanisher. One of  the ways  
 is to call him out and you can catch the video on this link below:

 You: Why don't you give me a call to catch up.

 when he calls you say : Hey X so good to hear from you. I just wanted to run  
 something by you? 

 Him: Go ahead

 You: I thought we were having a good time then you disappeared. I just want  
 you to know that I don't entertain men who vanish and reappear. I was really  
 disappointed that you didn't keep in touch.

 Hear him and if  you like his explanation make sure he dates you from scratch  
 and shows up as he should. 

 Video: When the Vanisher Returns

 The video will discuss the nuances of  this play. It's an oldie but goodie.

 Second move is to pretend you didn't notice that he vanished and speak to him  
 as though time hasn't passed. If  he asks you out on a date make sure you play it  
 like the Black Swan you are.

https://youtu.be/pgIWqUAR22c
https://youtu.be/OBaYo06sJTE
https://youtu.be/E6KTfYfr1pQ
https://youtu.be/E6KTfYfr1pQ
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 The  will elaborate on how to date as a high value woman.Dating Playbook

 This second point is suitable for someone who you had a really brief  or explicit  
 non-encounter with. Perhaps you were texting casually or met once 
 in a platonic way and you do not feel that you have a right to call him out.

 This is a longer strategy but is definitely high value in such intenses

 SCRIPT FOR NOSY FOLKS

 Family and friends can be a nightmare at gatherings and sometimes we simply   
 don't know what to tell them. You can say the following and always with a smile: 

· I appreciate your concern for my well-being. I'm in the dating process but do 
not want to discuss it at the moment. When I'm ready to do so and if  anything 
important occurs, I will share it.

· I'm mostly focused on personal development this season. I'm also in the dating 
process but there isn't any information that I currently want to share here

· I am open to an introduction to someone amazing if  you know one such 
person.

· When I have something to report, you will be the first to know.

 ON WHAT YOU DO FOR A LIVING

 These scripts are important for women who have powerful jobs that pay more  
 than most men. This helps us in two ways, one being to ward off  gold digging  
 men and two to avoid intimidating men before they get to know us. I believe this  
 is a good approach no matter how much you earn or what you do.

· If  you are a doctor for instance you can say “I work in a hospital” or if  you are a 
lawyer you can say “I work in a courtroom”. If  you are a pilot you can say “I 
work in an airport”

· Why are you hiring?(winky face)
· I help sick people feel better, I help people get justice
· I tell you what, how about you ask me out on a date and tell you.
· For your sake I shall not bore you to death. Perhaps when we run out of  things 

to discuss.

 WHEN HE ASKS YOU TO COME TO HIS SIDE OF TOWN
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 Some men will try to get you to come to them. They know they should come to  
 you but they are testing your self  worth and your temperature. 
 They know that a woman that likes them more or a lot will make the journey  
 and this kills the challenge for them albeit they will get a massive ego stroke. 
 No need to get your panties in a twist just say.

· I would feel more comfortable if  we met closer to me. It would make me feel 
safe. What do you think?

· Would it be ok if  we met near me as it would feel lovely to know you made the 
effort.

· My mummy told me that it's the man that's supposed to climb mountains and 
swim oceans to get to the girl! Was she wrong? (This one is from my friend and 
colleague Greta Bereseite)

· If  I promise to be a good girl and look really pretty will you come over to my 
side of  town?

· It's a complete turn on for me when a man makes the trip. I find it so sexy!
· And here I was thinking I had finally met the perfect gentleman. Am I 

wrong?(winky face emoji)

 WHEN HE TRIES INVITING HIMSELF TO YOUR HOME

 Coming to your home can be cheaper, seem chivalrous because he made the  
 effort but is often a trap to pay nothing and get you into bed. It doesn't matter  
 what the situation or circumstance is ACCESS DENIED!

· How thoughtful of  you to want to deliver your handsome self  at my doorstep 
but I do not feel comfortable with men coming to my home that I am not in a 
relationship with.

· Thank you for the kind offer but I feel it's inappropriate as we are not in a 
relationship.

· Thank you for offering but perhaps when I get to know you better.

 ON INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

 Men have become weary of  women that are not compatible and instead of   
 relying on their intuition they have taken to asking intense questions from the  
 gate. This is not a good move on their behalf  but understandable in this dating  
 environment. With that being said, it is important that we have smart and sassy  
 answers to save the day.

· Slow down tiger, I usually need to apply for a job before I get an interview 
(winky face)
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· I know it's important to vet really well in this dating market but I find that we 
can become a little too business about it. I like to learn about someone over 
time. What do you say we do less interviewing?

· I would love to answer all your really powerful and important questions in detail 
and would it be ok if  we took our time and just got to simpler stuff  like what you 
like for breakfast (winky face)

· I will make you a deal. If  you ask me out on a date I will show up with my files 
and  folders ready to answer your questions boss. (winky face)

· Alternatively answer one of  the questions then say “So, do I get the job?(winky 
face)

 These answers should hopefully open dialogue about how he is making you feel  
 like you are being interviewed for a job.

 WHEN HE SAYS, DATING ONLINE IS NEW TO HIM

 A man may say he is new to online dating or dating itself  since he has been  
 divorced , gotten out of  a long term relationship or not much of  a dater. Do not  
 go into counseling or becoming his therapist as this is mothering.

· Reassure him and you can say “You are doing great” 
· Or say “I do like a gentleman that leads and you are doing well”.  
· If  he gets into his stories with his ex say “I am sure that was very difficult. I am 

sorry you had to endure that” then change the subject.
· If  he continues to talk about his ex regardless, say “I deserve a man whose heart 

is open to love me. Are you that man because I feel you are still stuck on your 
ex”

 These are not all the Scripts you will ever need but they are amongst the most  
 common encounters you will have in the early stages of  dating and exclusive  
 relationships. These scripts will not be suitable for married women and this is  
 why we encourage you to join the BSN for on the minute scripts from any of   
 our highly trained coaches.

 For further DATING STRATEGIES enrol in the 
 BLACK SWAN DATING PLAYBOOK COURSE.
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